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ENABLING LEGISLATION FOR THE 1983
INTERNATIONAL COFFEE AGREEMENT
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1983
U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:47 a.m., in room
SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. John C. Danforth
(chairman) presiding.
Present: Senator Danforth.
[The press release announcing the hearing and background information on coffee exports and the International Coffee Agreement
and Senator Dole's opening statement follow:]
[Pres Release)
FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE To HOLD HEARING ON ENABLING
LEGISLATION FOR THE INTERNATIONAL COFFEE AGREEMENT

Senator John C. Danforth (R., Mo.), Chairman of the Subcommittee on Interna-

tional Trade of the Senate Committee on Finance, announced today that the Subcommittee would hold a hearing on Monday, September 19, 1983, on enabling legislation for the International Coffee Agreement.

The hearing will commence at 9:45 a.m., in room SD-215 of the Dirksen Senate
Office Building. It will precede a hearing previously scheduled by the Subcommittee
on S. 1035, a bill relating to the enforcement of the agreement between the United
States and the European Communities regarding trade in steel pipe and tube products.
In announcing the hearing, Senator Danforth noted that on July 27, 1983, the
Senate unanimously gave its advice and consent to U.S. ratification fo the International Coffee Agreement of 1983. The Agreement is the fifth in a series of such
agreements, which have been intended to promote cooperation between coffee producing and consuming countries to stabilize trade in coffee. To enable the United
States to fulfill its commitments under these agreements, the Congress has authorized the President to carry out and to enforce their provisions. Existing authority,
howerver, expires September 30, 1983. Thus, Senator Danforth stated that the Subcommittee will take testimony on the terms of the new agreement and the need for
a renewal of the President's authority to enforce its terms.
HEARING MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, ON S. 1847, ENABLING LEGISLATION FOR THE
INTERNATIONAL COFFEE AGREEMENT

1983

The Subcomittee on International Trade will conduct a hearing on Monday, September 19, on S. 1847, legislation authorizing the President to carry out U.S. obligations under the International Coffee Agreeement of 1983 (ICA). The hearing will

commence at 9:45 a.m. in Room SD-215 of the Dirksen Senate Building. It will immediately precede another hearing-by the Subcommittee on S. 1035, legislation regarding imports of steel pipe and tube products.
(1)

2
THE INTERNATIONAL COFFEE AGREEMENT

The 1983 ICA is the fifth in a series of such agreements dating from 1963. It
would replace the 1976 agreement, which expires September 30, 1983. The Congress
last year extended the President's authority to carry out U.S. obligations under this
agreement until September 30th.
Like its predecessors, the 1983 ICA is designed to stabilize coffee prices within an
agreed range ($1.15-$1.50 per pound). Export quotas, buttressed by stocking requirements, are established among the coffee producing nations in order to maintain
prices within this range. Quotas are reduced, expanded, or suspended for this purpose. Consuming countries agree to regulate imports to support the quota system,
and they participate in the negotiations determining the aggregate annual quota
and its distribution among types of coffee.
Operation of the agreement is conducted through the International Coffee Organization, headquartered in London. The ICA covers nearly 95 percent of coffee traded
world-wide, and is adhered to by nearly all exporting and importing countries. Votes
in the organization are distributed on a weighted basis among producing and consuming members; the United States is entitled to 30 percent of the consumers'
votes.
The Administration supports continued participation in the ICA because it believes the agreement contributes to stability in coffee trade without significantly restraining market forces that normally determine price and supply. The stability is
important because coffee exports account for over 50 percent of total export earnings of 7 countries, and between 20 and the 50 percent for 9 others. A predictable
coffee market assures some measure of economic-and in many cases, political-stability in these countries. On the other side, the ma'or U.S. importers support the
agreement as a way of ensuring stable supplies. The National Coffee Association
and the consumer advisers to the ICA negotiating team support the agreement.
S. 1847

S. 1847 would renew the President's authority to carry out and to enforce U.S.
obligations under the 1983 ICA for its 6-year life. Current authority relating to the
1976 agreement expires on September 30, 1983.
By this renewed authority, the President could continue to regulate coffee imports
to prohibit the entry of non-quota coffee, to require any coffee exported from the
United States to be documented properly, an to take other regulating actions
nesessary or appropriate to implement U.S. obligations under the agreement. The
law further requires the President to take action in response to market manipulation by members of the International Coffee Organization, if he determines the existence of such conduct. Finally the authority, if renewed, would require the President to submit an annual report on the operation of the 1983 ICA.
Coffee exports as a percent of total exports, 1981
Coffee export

a8 a percent

of total exports
Country:
B razil ........................................................................................................................
6.5
B uru n d i ....................................................................................................................
87.5
Cam eroon ...........................................................................................................
' 21.7Central A frican Republic ......................................................................................
127.4
Colom b ia ...................................................................................................................
50 .0
Costa Rica ...............................................
23.4
Dom inican Republic ...............................................................................................
6.4
Ecu ador ....................................................................................................................
4.2
E l Salvador ..............................................................................................................
57.3
Ethiopia ...................................................................
....................... 60.7
Guatemala ...............................................................
.......
22.6
H a iti ......................................................................................
.....
19 .5
Honduras ..............................................
124.6
India (estimate) .......................................................................................................
. 3.2
Indonesia (estim ate) ..............................................................................................
1.8
Ivory Coast ...............................................................................................................
2 31.1
Kenya .......................................................................................................................
20.6
M aaagasca r ..............................................................................................................
153.2
M ex ico .......................................................................................................................
1 2 .9
N icaragua .................................................................................................................
1 36.8
Papua N ew Guinea ................................................................................................
13.0
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Coffee export.

as a percent
of total exports

0.4
Paragu ay ..................................................................................................................
3.3
Pe ru ...........................................................................................................................
0.9
Philippines (estimate) ............................................................................................
52.8
R w an da .......................................................................................................................
' 16.8
Sierra Leone ............................................................................................................
. . 1 23.4
Tanzania .............................................................................................................
1 7 .9
Togo ...........................................................................................................................
. . .... 198.7
U ganda .......................................................................................................
14 .8
Zaire ..........................................................................................................................

1 1980.
2 1979.

Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics, 1982.
STATEMENT OF SENATOR DOLE ON S. 1347

Mr. Chairman: I am pleased to hear today from Ambassador Michael Smith, one
of our deputy U.S. Trade Representatives, on S. 1347, legislation allowing continued
U.S. participation in the International Coffee Agreement that you introduced on the
administration's behalf.
Coffee is the second most traded commodity in the world, after oil. Although not of
the same strategic value as petroleum or petroleum products, it nevertheless represents a major economic force in the life of several developing countries. Sixteen
countries rely on coffee exports for over 90 percent of their export earnings; seven of
those for over 50 percent. At a time wht: many of these countries are facing rising
energy costs, a world-wide recession just now abating, and serious debt problems, it
is essential to preserve this source of income to them.
The legislation before us today will continue Presidential authority to carry out
U.S. obligations under the International Coffee Agreement. The 1983 ICA, to which
the Senate gave its advice and consent unanimously in July, is the fifth in a series
of such agreements dating back to 1963. All have had the purpose of stabilizing
world coffee trade for the benefit of both consuming and producing countries. The
Data I have seers suggest that the 1976 agreement, which the 1983 agreement replaces, generally served this purpose well.
Nevertheless, congressional review of these arrangements is important because
they serve to set a price floor as well as a ceiling, and are.subject to market manipulation by the exporting countries. I know that the adminsitration sought improvements in the 1983 ICA to prevent such abuses. I will review Ambassador Smith's
testimony closely with regard to these changes and to ensure that the interests of
U.S. Importers and consumers are not threatened by the agreement.
If this proves to be the case, I will be pleased to support renewal of the President's authority for the life of the 1983 agreement, and to seek an early opportunity
to move this legislation along in view of the September 39 expiration date for the
current authority.

Senator DANFORTH. The first hearing this morning is on S. 1847,
enabling legislation for the 1983 International Coffee Agreement.
The witness is Ambassador Smith.
STATEMENT OF AMBASSADOR MICHAEL B. SMITH, DEPUTY U.S.
TRADE REPRESENTATIVE
Ambassador SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am here this morning to speak on behalf of the administration
in support of S. 1847, a bill that allows the United States to implement the International Coffee Agreement.
The United States has participated in international coffee agreements since 1962 in an effort to stabilize the wide fluctuations in
price and to balance the economic interests of producers and consumers. Each successive agreement has come closer to achieving
these goals.
The basic framework of the 1983 agreement, negotiated by 71
countries, is similar to the 1976 agreement. The 1983 agreement
contains the following main elements:
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Its objective is to stablize the price of coffee within a range that
is acceptable to both consumers and producers.
Its principal economic provision is a system of country export
quotas which are decreased when prices are declining and increased when prices are rising, in order to seek to keep the price of
coffee within an agreed range. In periods of high prices, quotas are
suspended altogether in order to encourage maximum exports. The
quota system is enforced by the importing members.
The agreement promotes the maintenance of adequate coffee
stock levels by making each producing country's export quota partially dependent on its level of stocks. These stocks can be released
in a period of high prices to put immediate downward pressure on
the market.
In the 1983 agreement, however, the United States sought and
achieved several improvements. These include: An enhanced role
for importing countries in the determination of the allocation of
export quotas, more effective provisions regarding the declaration
of export shortfalls to assure that export quotas remain realistic,
language clarifying the obligation of producers to refrain from multilateral activities outside the scope of the agreement, which would
affect the price of coffee.
International coffee agreements have aimed at balancing the economic interests of producers and consumers, and each has been an
improvement over the predecessor in this regard. Like the previous
agreements, the 1983 agreement is intended to stabilize coffee
prices for short-run periods along long-term market trends. The
agreement itself contains no fixed price objective; rather, each year
the members of the agreement will establish a price range based
on current production and consumption trends, inventory levels,
and other factors that influence the market.
The foreign policy implications of our continued participation in
the International Coffee Agreement are clear. Coffee is a major
export earner in many developing countries; its annual value in
world trade is around $12 billion. To the extent that the ICA has
helped stabilize prices, it has had a very positive economic impact
on these countries. As the largest single importer of coffee, U.S.
participation in the ICA is essential to the functioning of the economic provisions of the agreement.
Coffee is a $3 billion industry in the United States. The industry
is made up of importers, traders, brokers, roasters, and retailers.
The National Coffee Association which represents a large segment
of the U.S. industry has formally announced its support for the
ICA. Various members of the industry have cited the need for
market stability and believe that the ICA is the best means of
achieving this objective.
I would like to reiterate, Mr. Chairman, the need to take quick
action on this bill. As mentioned earlier, our current legislation expires September 30 of this year. Thus, it is imperative that we have
new legislation in place by October 1, 1983, in order to be able to
comply with our new treaty obligations. Our failure to do so would
disrupt the world coffee market significantly, to the detriment of
both producers and consumers and of our relations with the coffee
producing countries of the world.
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This concludes my brief testimony, Mr. Chairman. I would be
prepared to answer questions, and I wish to advise you, sir, that I
am accompanied by Mr. Donald Phillips, Deputy Assistant U.S.
Trade Representative for Commodity Affairs.
Thank you, sir.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Mr. Ambassador.
[The prepared statement follows:]
U.S. TRADE REPRESENTATIVE
I am Ambassador Michael B. Smith, Deputy U.S. Trade Representative. I am here
to speak on behalf of the Administration in support of S. 1847, a bill that allows the
United States to implement the International Coffee Agreement (ICA).
On July 27, the Senate gave its advice and consent to ratification of the New International Coffee Agreement (ICA). The ICA is due to enter into force on October 1,
1983, for a period of 6 years. The Administration is seeking legislation to allow the
President to implement the terms of the new treaty.
The proposed bill amends Section 2 of the 1980 International Coffee Agreement
Act by providing that the effective period during which the Presidnet can exercise
the authority given him in the Act will no terminate on Septemeter 30, 1983, but
will continue for so long as the bill before you is in effect. Under Article 68, the
Agreement shall remain in force until September 30, 1989. However, the parties
may vote to extend the effective date beyond the 1989 termination date, in which
case the language of the proposed bill would permit the act to remain in effect without further amendments or implementing legislation.
The United States has participated in international coffee agreements since 1962
in an effort to stabilize the wide fluctuations in price and to balance the economic
interests of producers and consumers. Each successive agreement has come closer to
achieving these goals. The basic framework of the 1983 Agreement, negotiated by 71
Countries, s similar to that of the 1976 Agreement. The 1983 Agreement contains
the following main elements:
Its objective is to stabilize the price of coffee within a range that is acceptable to
both consumers and producers.
Its principal economic provision is a system of country export quotas which are
decreased when prices are declining and increased when prices are rising in order to
seek to keep the price of coffee within a agreed range. In periods of high prices,
quotas are suspended altogether in order to encourage ma.,mum exports. The quota
system is enforced by the importing members.
It promotes the maintenance of adequate coffee stock levels by making each producing country's export quota partially dependent on its level of stocks. These
stocks can be released in a period of high prices to put immediate downward pressure on the market.
In the 1983 Agreement, however, the United States sought and achieved several
improvements. These include:
An enhanced role for importing countries in the determination of individual country export quotas. Although consumers will still not be directly involved in negotiations on export quotas, consumers must approve the final quota distribution. Our
vote on this issue will help assure that sufficient quantities of the types of coffee
demanded by U.S. consumers are included in the final quota distribution.
More effective provisions regarding the declaration of export shotfalls to assure
that export quotas remain realistic. Exporters which do not declare in a timely fashion their inability to fulfill their assigned quotas will be penalized by having their
quotas reduced in the following year.
Language clarifying the obligation of producers to refrain from multilateral activities outside the scope of the Agreement which would affect the price of coffee.
International coffee agreements have aimed at balancing the economic interests
of producers and consumer, and each has been an improvement over the predecessor in this regard. Like the previous agreements, the 1983 Agreement is intended to
stabilize coffee prices for short-run periods along long-term market trends. The
Agreement itself contains no fixed price objective; rather, each year the members of
the AgTreement will establish a price range based on current production and consumption trends, inventory levels, and other factors that influence the market.
The Foreign policy implications of our continued participation in the ICA are
clear. Coffee is a major export earner in many developing countries; its annual
value in world trade is around $12 billion. To the extent that the ICA has helped
stabilize prices, it has had a very positive economic impact on these countries. As
STATEMENT BY AMBASSADOR MICHAEL B. SMITH, DEPUTY
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the largest single importer of Coffee, U.S. participation in the ICA is essential to the
functioning of the economic provisions of the Agreement.
Coffee is a $3 billion industry in the United States. The industry is made up of
importers, traders, brokers, roasters, and retailers. The National Coffee Association
which represents a large segment of the U.S. industry, has formally announced its
support for the ICA. Various members of the industry have cited the need for
market stability and believe that the ICA is the best means of achieving this objective.
I would like to reiterate the need to take quick action on this bill. As mentioned
earlier, our current legislation expires September 30 of this year. Thus, it is imperative that we have new legislation in place by October 1, 1983, in order to be able to
comply with our new treaty obligations. Our failure to do so could disrupt the world
coffee market significantly to the detriment of both producers and consumers and of
our relations with the coffee producing countries of the world.

Senator DANFORTH. One philosophical question: Supposing a
person who drinks 20 cups of coffee a day were to ask, "Why not
just let the market determine the price of coffee rather than to
enter into a price-setting agreement?" How would you answer that
question?
Ambassador SMITH. Well, as one, sir, who probably drinks 25 to
30 cups of coffee a day, that might be of some interest to me.
I think, generally, sir, that the purpose of this agreement has
been to stabilize what would otherwise be wildly fluctuating prices,
where, to be sure, if normal market forces were in effect, sometimes the price of coffee would go below this range; but, equally,
when there was a shortage of coffee, a freeze or something like
that, in producing countries, the price of coffee would go way up.
So I would think, generally, the consumer benefits by this system
where the prices are generally evened out.
Senator DANFORTH. This bill provides the President's authority

to enforce the terms of the agreement for the life of the agreement.
Some have suggested that it should be somewhat less than the life
of the agreement, say 2 years. What would your view be on that?
Ambassador SMITH. Our view, sir is that the current bill is the
preferred language, that is to say for the life of the agreement.
Senator DANFORTH. Why?

Ambassador SMrriH. Well, simply that I would think we have a
treaty, which was ratified by the Senate on July 27, for the orderly
implementation of this, sir. It would seem to me that we should be
able to implement it for the life of the agreement, rather than
bringing it back after 2 years, as one bill would do. And that, I
think, would raise some questions and uncertainty internationally,
inasmuch as we are the largest consumer of coffee in the world.
Senator DANFORTH. Ambassador Smith, thank you very much. I

can't think of anything else to ask you. Can you think of anything
else you would like to say on the issue?
Ambassador SMITH. No, sir. Thank you very much.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 9:55 a.m., the hearing was concluded.]

[By direction of the chairman the following communications were
made a part of the hearing record:]
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Saator John C. Danforth
Chairman, Subcommittee on
International Trade
United States Senate Committee
on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

EXPRESS MAIL

Enabling Legislation for International
Coffee Agreement of 1983
Dear Senator Danforth:
This letter expresses our grave concern with the manner in
which the

United

States

Coffee Agreement of

seeks to

1983:

implement the International

Treaty

Document

98-2

(ICA

or

the

Agreement).
For the

reasons

detailed

mission, we respectfully

in the remainder

submit that during

of

this sub-

its deliberations

of the implamenting legislation Congress should:

(1) carefully

consider the motivating factors which have provided the incentive
for coffee producers

to circumvent the Agreementi

language in the enabling legislation

limiting U.S.

of the ICA to those sanctions set forth in

(2)

include

enforcement

the Agreement when

evidence indicates that coffee producers have engaged in market
manipulations and (3) direct the appropriate executive agencies
to refrain from placing onerous administrative burdens on U.S.
coffee importers.
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Senator John C. Danforth
Chairman, Subcommittee on
International Trade
United States Senate Committee
on Finance
September 23, 19-3
Page Two
I.

introduction

The United States has participated as a consuming-member
nation in four previous International Coffee Agreements dating
back to 1963.

Recently,

the United States renewed its parti-

cipation in the Agreement through 1989.

The objectives of the

Agreement are generally stated as follows:
1. To achieve

a reasonable

balance between

supply and

demand;
2.

To avoid wide disparities in the levels of supply and

prices;
3.

To promote economic well-being in the member nations;

4. To increase the purchasing power of coffee exporters
by maintaining prices and by increasing consumption;
5.

To promote and increase coffee

consumption by every

possible means; and
6.

To

further

international

cooperation

in connection

with world coffee problems.
It is generally agreed that the overall objectives of the
International Coffee

Agreement

of

1983

are

consistent

those set forth in the original agreement of 1963.

with

Though one

can present a number of cogent arguments why these objectives
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Chairman, Subcommittee on
International Trade
United States Senate Committee
on Finance
September 23, 1983
Page Three

_1/
the reality is that

are both misguided and unattainable,
the United

States has acceded to be a party to this Agreement

for six more years.

Given this reality, the challenge presently

facing Congress is

to ensure that the implementing legislation

provides for an equitable

enforcement

Congress must

scheme.

take into account the commercial realities of the world coffee
trade, and the economic pressures which lead to market manipulation by producers.
for unsuspecting
branch to deal

Ultimately, Congress must provide safeguards
U.S.

with the

importers

by

source of

the

directing

executive

international manipulative

schemes (coffee producers and exporters) through the enforcement
provisions of tne Agreement.
IL. The Dual Market and Market Manipulation
In an attempt to maintain coffee price levels, the Agreement
obligates producing member nations to adhere to a quota system
1/

See P. Douglas, America in the Market Place (1966), at
p. 189, wherein Senator Douglas stated that support for the
original International Coffee Agreement was urged on the
basis that "it is necessary both to raise the standard of
living of the poverty-stricken peasant who raises the
coffee and give greater stability to hard-pressed governments
....

Those are both desirable purposes .

.

.

. but it is

questionable whether the peasants who do the physical labor
would get much of any increase in price." In short, Senator
Douglas had considerable reservations concerning the effect
international commodity price stabilization schemes had on
the U.S. consumers and the
the real parties in interest:
people of the producing nations.
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September 23, 1983
Page Four
which imposes

absolute

consuming-nations.

levels

of

coffee

exports

to

As a result of this quota system,

international coffee market has been created.

a dual

Coffee that is

subject to the quota provisions of the Agreement is
artificially inflated level and coffee that is

member

sold at an

subject to the

natural dictates of the free market place sells at a much lower
level.

This dual market has created a situation wherein U.S.

consumers are paying coffee prices that are, in some instances,
three (300) hundred
otherwise set.

times

that which

the

free market

would

It has recently been reported that coffee-producing countries are engaging in manipulative schemes in order to circumvent
the quota system set by the International Coffee Organization

3/

(ICO).
2/

As major news accounts have reported,

coffee-producing

The tremendous price disparity involving sales of coffee to
non-members is arguably in contravention of Article 2(31 of
the Agreement which provides that:
(3) Exporting Members undertake not to adopt or
maintain any governmental measures which would permit
the sale of coffee to non-members on terms commercially
more favourable than those which they are prepared to
offer at the same time to importing Members, taking
into account normal trade practices.

3/

E.g., Coffee in Latin America: Losing Grip on Overflowing
Stocks, Exporters Find Quotas Detrimental, World Coffee &
Tea, June, 1983, at 12 attached herew as Exhibit A; Cracks
in World Coffee Pact, N.Y. Times, July 18, 19-83, at
attached hereto as Exhibit B.
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September 23, 1983
Page Five
with a surplus of coffee that far exceeds

countries are faced

the amount of coffee they may export under the quota system.
in the words of a Honduran coffee expert,

As a result,
increase in

stock results in a total surplus of coffee too big

in relation to our financial capacity to see that it
long period

for a

"this

economic situation

Exhibit A.

of time,"
with

which

the desperate

Given

coffee-producing

sits idle

countries are

confronted, it is not unrealistic to expect coffee producers to
devise innovative means

in order to sell their most lucrative

commodity to the world's primary coffee-consuming
United States.

nation -- the

In fact, according to a U.S. trade group "[tihe

producing countries are just pushing the coffee out and selling
it

rather huge discounts

at

in order to produce

any

foreign

exchange they can," Exhibit B.
Given the huge surplus of coffee in excess of quota allotted by

the

ICO,

a tremendous

incentive

exists

methods for exporting coffee to the United States.
of these pressures

to export,

emerged that travels

so-called

internationally

for devising
As a result

"tourist" coffee has

through forged or stolen

documents, or through the diversion to member nations of coffee
originally destined for exportation to countries not members of
the Agreement.
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The dual

coffee

market

and

resulting

"tourist"

coffee

situation has occurred through the benign acquiescence of coffee
producing countries.

The

previously

described

manipulative

schemes nave placed unsuspecting coffee importers in an untenable
position.
in most instances, U.S. coffee importers are merely unsuspecting recipients of documentation from their foreign shipper.
However,

coffee importers in the United States have been subject

to detentions and

seizures of their

shipments and assessments

of civil penalties up to the value of the shipment.
mental question now is,

"The funda-

to what extent a trader or a roaster

can be obliged to examine shipping documents." K.F.
"Europe Report",

World Coffee: Tea,

June,

1983,

Roggenkamp,

at p.

27.

We

respectfully submit that the inclusion of appropriate language
in the enabling

legislation would

satisfactorily

resolve this

question.
III.

United

States
Enforcement
Practices
Enabling Legislation

and

the

It is our position that the enabling legislation presently
before Congress should provide that the enforcement

sanctions

set forth in the International Coffee Agreement will constitute
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First,

purposes.

fulfill two

this

specific

by coffee
order

in

required

is

action

legislative

Such

producers.

combat market manipulation

remedy to

the principal

language

to

will

provide the involved U.S. administrative agencies (U.S. Customs
the

Service and

with guidance
Second,

it

Office

of

the

of

enforcement

the

concerning

Special Trade

will bring the enabling legislation

with the enforcement

sanctions set forth in

Representative)
the

Agreement.

into conformity

the International

Coffee Agreement.
Currently, U.S.
Agreement is

premised

and

ill-defined

importers through the questionable

of Commerce,

Coffee

International
upon

practice of

According to the May 23,

shipments.

the

enforcement of

punishing

U.S.

seizing coffee

1983 edition of The Journal

the United States Customs Service had seized 11.2

million pounds of imported coffee worth about $15 million during
the preceding six-month period.
Since coffee

is

a

non-dutiable

commodity,

item

160.10,

Tariff Schedules of tie Unites States, seizure is not necessary
to protect the tariff revenue of the United States.
the terms

of

the

existing

Coffee Agreement Act of 1980,

enabling

statute

(The Act),

Moreover,

(International

codified at 19 U.S.C.
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S1356K), do

of coffee

seizure authority in the context

of

the

importations.

The

for

provide

specifically

not

exercise

Act provides the Executive Branch with the specific authority
to,

inter alia, prohibit the entry of coffee that is not accomAs such, though the federal

panied by valid ICO documentation.

government has the authority to prohibit coffee shipments,

the

legality of coffee detentions and seizures is highly questionable.
In addition to engaging in seizures that may be beyond the
scope of the Act, the Customs Service has
and

administrative requirements
example, the

National

information obtained
connection with

the

.unsuspecting U.S.

stamps (certificates

would appear

directives.

of

States

covering

burdensome

U.S.A.,

For

relayed

Government

in

sales of coffee

The federal government

informed

coffee importers that they could verify the

authenticity of certificates

If

United

forged certificates

made by Phillipine shippers.

marking pen.

Association

Coffee
from

conflicting

issued

of

of origin by rubbing the export

origin) with

a felt-tip

the stamps were genuine,

on the

face

of

the

stamp.

flourescent

the word "cancelled"
If

the

stamps were
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rubbing

counterfeit,

the pen over

ficate would cause no reaction.

the

of

surface

the certi-

See Trade Newsletter dated May

11, 1983, attached hereto as Exhibit C.
Subsequently, U.S.

coffee

importers

advised

were

that

importers should-not use pens on certificates of origin because
defaced export stamps would not be accepted
valid for

importation.

See

Trade

Customs as

by U.S.

Newsletter

dated

May

13,

1983, attached hereto as Exhibit D.
Thus,

it

is

clear that the enabling legislation currently

being considered by Congress must provide the executive agencies
with necessary guidance

concerning

enforcing the ICA.

Further,

legislation should

be drafted

that U.S.

it

the

appropriate means

of

is our belief that the pending
in such a manner

as to ensure

enforcement practices are consistent with President

Reagan's recent pronouncement concerning market manipulation by
coffee producers..
As we

have previously described,

based

on

the

current

economic climate and vast coffee surpluses, a tremendous incentive exists for coffee producers to devise manipulative schemes
to circumvent the quota provisions of the Agreement.
Reagan's Message

of

Transmittal-of

the

President

International

Coffee
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Agreement recognized that enforcement actions should be directed
toward those who are at the core of the market manipulation:
coffee producers.
The President's Message stated that the United States had
achieved in the most recent ICA "language clarifying the obligation of producers to refrain from market activities outside the
scope of the Agreement.*
mitting the
1983).

President's Message to Congress

International

As such,

it

is

Coffee

Agreement,

1983,

Trans(May

4,

clear that Congress should provide a

specific provision in the pending enabling legislation mandating
that when sufficient evidence demonstrates manipulative schemes
by coffee producers, the international sanctions against coffee
exporters as set forth

in Article 42 shall

be the exclusive

remedy.
According to Article 42(1)
of the Agreement must adopt
compliance with
quotas."
schemes by

coffee

of

suspect that
producers

and

this Agreement

full

relating

to

in the face

of manipulative

exporters,

the

sanctions set forth in the Agreement would
However,

exporting members

"measures required to ensure

all provisions

One would

of the ICA,

enforcement

necessarily attach.

the enabling legislation for the International Coffee
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Agreement presently

under

specifically consider

consideration

the

Agreement's enforcement

need

for

by Congress does not

the

application

of

the

mechanisms against such market manipu-

lation.
The enabling legislation does provide

the President with

the authority to take such action "as he may consider necessary
or appropriate in order to implement

the obligations of the

United States

Moreover,

under

the

agreement."

the

enabling

legislation maintains the present language at 19 U.S.C. S1356m
requiring the

President

to request

the

international

coffee

agency to take appropriate action when the President has determined that "there has been an unwarranted increase in the price
of coffee due in whole or in part to the International Coffee
Agreement,

or to market manipulation

by

International Coffee Organization ...

Unfortunately,

in the present

schemes have resulted

in price increases.

(I)

.

members of the

circumstance

to

that:

.

.

insufficient evidence

to insure

.

demonstrate

that

the President's May 4,

the

there may be
manipulative

Therefore,

in order

1983 pronouncement

is properly implemented; and (2) the interests of unsuspecting
U.S. coffee importers caught in a web of market manipulation by
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coffee producers

are

safeguarded,

the

legislation

enabling

before Congress should provide that Lhe enforcement

sanctions

set forth in Article 42 of the ICA are the proper remedies to
combat manipulation by coffee producers.
Conclusion
This submission has highlighted the existing pressures on
and

coffee producers

manipulative schemes

exporters

which have inevitably

in circumvention

of

the

led

to

absolute quota

system established by the international coffee cartel.
Unfortunately, current administrative enforcement practices
have failed to recognize these realities.
have been

U.S. coffee importers

to questionable detentions and

subject

shipments by the United States Customs Service.
U.S. importers

are

merely

the

recipients

of

seizures

of

By and large,
documentation

supplied by foreign shippers.
In his

May

4,

1983

President Reagan identified
market manipulation.

Transmittal

Message

to

Congress,

coffee producers as the source of

Accordingly, we believe that the pending

enabling legislation should insure that enforcement efforts are
directed at the source of the manipulation.

It is our position

that current legislation must provide direction to the involved
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executive agencies in a manner consistent with the Agreement so
as to safeguard coffee importers.

Accordingly, we respectfully

request that the legislation presently pending before Congress
include a provision limiting U.S. enforcement to those sanctions
set forth in Article 42 of the International
when evidence

indicates

that

coffee

Coffee Agreement

producers and

exporters

have engaged in market manipulation.
Respectfully submitted,
SANDLER & TRAVIS, P.A.

By:
_P___
W
Paul E. Linet

PEL/jr
Enclosure

_
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EXHIBIT A

Troubled Tinm

Coffee In Latin America:
Losing Grip On Overflowing Stocks,Exporters Find Quotas Detrimental
High coffee production level
and ubsequent oversupply due

to limits on ICO export stamps
have

proven

frustrating

for

Latin Ameriean coffee produce.
era and traders. The ever.ln.
creasing cost of production in.
puts also are of major concern
to industry offlcials in the pro.
during nations of Central and
South America. Displeased with
the present aituatiunt, several
trade members voiced their
concerns in recent interviews

with Wow Covia 'c

& T.

Fai" ij major frost in the large
co
w 1208reas of Brawl this
wgih, meet Latin producers ad eaporters we spoke with recently
agreed that there is little chance of
amy meaningful movement in coffee

Priam for the remainder of the year
- sW possibly beyond.

producer aundexpotr* add. roast.
ings re down, and consumption is
sckening while producers are fi.
nacing surplus production of several
million bags.
Mus of the Central producers are

quota
already sold out of their 19813
and are now aggressively searching
for nonmember buyers. Most also
wish they could otain more stamps
from the ICO - but the likelihood
of this happening Is not strong ex.
porters there admit.
Shottoge Of Export Quota
Cited As Biggest Problem
According to Jumn J. Knita, presi.
dent of Molinos de Hundurs, S.A.,
the biggest problem that faces the
coffee industry in Hondurs is the
shortage of export quota to ICO
member countries.
"it is my opinion that the Inter.

national Coffee Agreement has Placed

a tremendous financial burden on
Honduras," KeItan muiastaino. "in
spite of the solid atilvery valid argu.
ments of our goverlalelt repreelltalives Iuritig the September l')11
council meelinjis in London, the
more influenlial members of the ICO
unilaterally gave Hlonduras a quota
of Only 750.(X) 60-kilogram bags,
even thcuh our production during
It2.K crop year will most
le
probably reach 1.5 million bigs.
"The financial burden is aggravated still further when one adds the
carryover in coffee stocks not previously exported to the new harvest

sapu
Celemblp
guader
VPro
pl
o J.W.PI

6,000
;,Sg4
..

140

.:

"t

41.
g

interferes with the free laws of supply and demand s In the long rust
detrimental to private enterprise."
Littlejohn further stated thar be.
fore the quota sysem came into elect
there were about 15 coaes companies
in Ecuador. However, today, "ineladins all the phantom cooperaltives Ad
phantom new exporters here ae

figures," he shded. "Thi increase in
stocks result in a total surplus of
coffee too big in relation to our
financial capacity to see that it sits
idle for a long period of time.
Psdosw wsbesem am PHI" Vp
"Therefore, we are forced to sell
over 40," he said.
wsta ba set see" s asinsumptleto non-member countries at Almost
"in a country where the crop va.
wsns.
any price," he stated.
ries from e milion to 13 mlloas
IUttlejohr.,
man.
Robert
Duncan
bag, the number of exporters is
is realisagion, the Latin spokes,gee of Producto, Ecuatorlo C.A., clearly excessive," he notad. 11I
Ils contine, ia having a strong
alttributes oversupply woes to the
policy particularly jeopardlses th
psychological impact on the market.
oas traditional exporters who have made
Placs
, wh combined with the quota systemas Ecuador's
pressing problem.
large investments in plant and equip.
politca and economic Inatability of
meat and are now usable to do d
"The internal distribution of quota
d CAnrl American atlens. is mak.
la for anatmosphere highly eo- seriously limits our capacity to ex- volume necessary to amortIn thoe
investnts."
"On
a
more
said
Littlejohn.
port."
dacive to bearish motimeata.
Carlos Augueto de Araujo Doris
lats eommma sowarias t1se theoretical level, any agreemost that
June.
1963
- WORLD COFFE 6 TBA
12
-
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of the IJteriga coffee anaiysiseS.

paittmint Is Rio de Janeiro stated
that: "Immediat meawu s must be
taken in order to Improve the present
detrimental oversupply/underquota
shuatiew
"New quota and production pol.
Was VIs elily called for within
the latseralional Coffee Agreement
if th cole industry in Latin Ameri.
ca Is to remain atrong" he added.
Avording to Fenelon Machado
Nano, president of the Rio de Janeiro
Colln Trade Center and executive
- of Fene Machado, S.A., the very
poaeie image that Brazilian coffee
ejoys around the world and the fact
tht many nation require Brazilian
beaua for their traditional blends,
will give Brazilian beans an edge
over other original.
However. Machado was quick to

GREEN COFFEE: TOTAL WORLD AND LATIN AMERICAN
PRODUCTION AND ICO COMPOSITE PRICE
1965/66.192/63,
3M1

,Ira
-a

.tie
-1410

point out that nearly all of the pro.
dociagcountre. not the least of
dSm 7beeng Brasil, have exportable
production surplus" that are exce.
alvely coedy to more.
To add to the dilffculties he axplatd, nearly all of thae countries
lack dth rong currency required
-.O
to confront their chronically delicient
balance of payment. position.
"However,"
Machado related,
-35
"Brald i a country which, over the
years, haa maintained traditional cus.
tmer among the non.ICO member
countries, like thoe in the Middle
19e
as
70
3
74
76
70
so
82 4V
East end some Pe European count.
trlea."
ICIOp Y.rl fading SpI. 10
WMothty Cmos. Prices
by Repesetative Grades
Besides, he aid, lr1ail maintains
81112/1) Freecsl based eo FAS Cafs Ciresler COM3. Apwil 191
a significant rate of Irade with these
WJNLII cUO
W
I &TZA Grnplie,.
ountrles, In products additional to
ries.
Agreement,
tot of ComeMAhia Cacique do Cafe
"I'is makes it possible to tie this
"'l. cheanges I consider plausible
Soluvel, maid he would like to me
amilional trade to the purchase of
&:anbe sumnied up in the following
an increase in lifrail's total share of
Brazilian coffee - eveii at prices
way: Iligher price parameters, about
the global coffee quota. Before suck
higher than those of our compete.
an increase could be granted how.
20 percent above the present
torn. who lark this optioe of import.
IJ.S.11.20 pW.pound, are needed in
ever, Coimbra admittd that a coming," Marhado explained.
order for woducer countries to
plate review of the export quotas for
At present. Moschadu describes
guarantee the nmintenance and fi.
each member of the ICO would have
prke being paid for Brazilian coffee
nancing of their growing exportable
to be accomplished.
as staleoe" although these prices
surpluses," Machadu stated.
"Brasil deserves a higher export
are hardly enough to meet the coats
Keeping a tight reign over the pro.
quota, If we take info account hr
of the other side of the ledger.
duction of these surpluses, he agreed,
production potential ard traditional
is also of prim concern to many "Currently, the prwes paid fur the
market share," the Caique execuhut not so easily accomplished.
coffee we export are stable, but they
tive explained.
"Yes, I do favor production con.
are not fair if one considers the price
Also regarding the Agreement,
trols," he aMid,"although I realize
levels of incoming Iroducts within
Coimbra said he favors a careful,
these
would
Im
difficult
to
carry
out,
Brazire foreign trade." he explained.
pragmatic approach to the introduce.
even within the framework of a re
"It is a well-known fact," he con.
tion of any production controls - if
ectable
anti
ellicet
orgeniltion
tinued, "that Brazil sill imlrts 80
1
such control are introduced at all.
like
the
ICO."
Percent of the petroleum it consumes
Recalling past sour esperiencee
Convincing the bnnuller offee-pro.
and that it depends on inputs for
when Brazil destroyed many co0e
during national to restrict the growth
its agriculture anl industry -- the
plant. in an effort to lessen thde
threat
prices of which have iwrea'ed at a of their coffee irsdumtris could he of overproduction, Coimbra said he
tantinlount
to
ruonunic
suicide,
Ma.
rae relatively higher than the price
is not interested in production conchado admitted.
we receive for our coffee."
trol which would leave the major
Review
Of
Export
Quotas
share of th burden in the hands of
In fact, Machado Mid, te isue
Needed, Says Brazilion Trader
of price Is one which he would like
the ILC.
Sergi, Cuiohnr, commercial dirCc.
"Although llrazil abided by earlier
to sme
more firsnly addreusms
in the
WORLD COFFEE 6 TEA - June, 1983
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LATIN AMEIICA: TKIW IN COFFEE PRODUCTION
4n

the economic sain that dos cost
increues are paclng on coAN hrem

1961411

According to WC&rs Colombia

correspondent, Joe0 (halres. is thal
country alone, may input Oss hae
soared beyond anyess wild* pew
dictions.
The cos4 of ferdUsr ia IM oIn.
crased as much a 4?
47
he
writes, while the cost VlPOOOZZ
and other 'demalve" ro dramcall b
arly 750 p mL And
" oLe fLM InColom"ia Aad 4110

U

as

where become more mIaAlsd, tIe
coat of the nceesery Macley she

It
141

continues to inches.

On whether hand, many oes
powers aNexporters
Yompal
d
prices that conumr ,mm wln
to pay, and that the future marke
=eem willing to support, In amen
caU llJ fa a ohm "prokadlo
In same instance, the sw, mow-

a

teat

6
1
67
69
71 73
75
7
,Crop YeArs Endil S*pt. 30
i913/1) Fwee*st baesd .* FAS CIcilse FCOF.2 Aptil
WORLD oorM a T&A Grelke.

rules and agreed to drastically reduce
her colas tree population, oder pro.
duciag nations devious
increased
output and later ca
larer a.
port quotas in the forum of t ICO
nd at the expense of thoee n.
ton thal had reduced production
of coffee," Coimbra reled.
New attempts to introduce con.
trola on the production of coffee re.
quire "careful examination" before
they
adopted, Coimbra warned,
lest thees relations lad to 'frustra.
tion and michlef."

t, L

To Boost Coffee Prices, Trade

14

s
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Naturally, in the absenceof a
frost, a depressed market will contue unchecked for at least the romalider of the summer months, un.
der the weight of oversupply and
slackened demand, the spokesman for
the exporting firm explained.
Production Input Costs Skyrocket
As Famors Feel Economic Strain
The Latin American coffee scone
has been overshadowed by another
major concern that seems to unite the
majority of production inputs and

Coffee Famers Bank On Frost
According to a spom
n at ilter.
cafe, S.A., may of the coree farm.
era in Cuaatema and other Central
American countries ase banking on
a fret in Brasil this season to boos
the Industry. It's a gamble many be.
lieve is worth the risk, he continued.
"A major frost will definitely be a
market stimulus with the wholesale
level supping 62 a pound and the retail level going over 83 a pound,"
the spokesman observed.
Of course, he added, reaction to
any Hrazilian frost will depend heav.
ly on the degree of damage inflicted.
Should Brail experience a devastal.
ing fro tsimilar to the la, k Frost
of '75 (not considered a likelihood
by most climatologists we've talked
-ith). then it is quite probable the
fnenational Coffe Agreement will
crumble, he said.

siltaa e t oe for
19

rwer.
we

combined with a 1Lomy coump.
don outlook ad
V ral e
ghe
Amn thet the world ha entered a

period of adequate

olas eu-6/

demd balance, if not a oversply
situation, may be forcing some
wd.
ilonA6
elemets of the Ltin Amerl.
can coffee trade into a period of fi.
nanclal contraction.
It is also expected that some imdi.
vidual coffee famen ma be forced
into bankruptcy, eccoryn1 1o e.

port. reaching WCT bom Bra,

The me economy woes that ae
now haunting many coise growers

are aleo conidedd by momto be
the precipitating elemm
behind
much of the sodal unrest ht cuar.
gently exists in El Salvador, Guate.
mal& and other parts of Central
America.
These events of violence and soc"a
po s, ome sources concede, are
aing
a negative impact a the abel.
ity and desire of many coffee growern
in the acted nations to continue
producing their traditional quality.
and quantity of colase.

Werner Peters, a col exporter

$tlo

doing business In San cek Cost
Rica, aid he is equally as bearihb
about the future as mod of bs Latn
American counterparts. He Is experi
encing many of the same fiscal problem that plague other exporters nd
producers.
"The coat of production is going
up on a monthly bas due to ila.
tion and ohe quota system. It is
therefore dlflIt to determine what
a 'fair' price would be at any point
in tme. plut I do know that the pi
should hove a definite reatoshp

Ce4tmbes,
COmMeMlal maaer
of Cia.cadque SeuVeOl
de Cels
to developments in the p
of inJune, 163 - WORLD COFM & TEA
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AML
puts, interest rate*, wages Wti
other cos we mud bare to produce

*1..+

about 2.07 million

egmiN -

basc quota of 1.41 mnlfion ag..
It i not very dllcult, be ex.
planned, to find noamember buyers
for Costa Rican colee "as long aa
lbs price Is right."
but moat of theie buyers, he ex.
pained, are relatively rich countries
that have bee consumin growing
amounts of coffee for many ynars
now. Thes nations, he implied,
should be made to join the ranks of
te "traditional buyer." - i.e., join
the International Coffee Agreement.

Mexican Coffee Situation
Seen As 0 loomy, Troubled
In Mexico, leading producer of
the Central American nations, the
dtuatlion, according to one informed
source there, is tanuous at boa.
"We're putting e lot of faith in
coffee this year because of tine recent
devaltlon of the peo. More and
more stress Is being puwon codfee

In. The trouble now,
U =te

he ex4laine,
on must -em d hihe

more pemos to uai up
the difference in "lod" value.
WIhl actually defesa the purpose
of the devlution.-The cost of pro
duction ha gone up twice In com.
prison with the cos of prodactioe
of any ot6r product in Mxico. So,
we're getting more pesos - but mak.
ing lee profit," ti ezporter coan
tinued.
"It's a gloomy ltuatlon," he
noted, "mnd we've never had this
much coffee ... Th coge induay
here and abroad Is not prepared to
deal with all of this coffee."
Financing warehouses full of coda
is also an expenave proposition for
the Latin American countrie. Evm
at relatively inexpenelve rates the
cost to store millions of bes of cof.

Rie expore
oles," dw Co
Mid.
Costa Rica production in 1962/
should top out at 2.3
13, be eaid,
utice begs, with an estimated do.
esti commepton of 223.000 bag,
iavia exportable production of

fee is expected to be tremendos.

Caroe Avuueh do Arlie Owa ef be
cetes analysi departmet of I5rbos,
lie de Jeft".
since it is now one of the few sources
of foreign exchange," the exporter
said.
The peso was devalued nearly 70
percent recently, in a move to make
it more compatible with the U.S, del.

"We only have the Apreemsed to
biame," ee the Mexican exporter.
'lTs Agreement had been working
for a time, bu; it haa turned into
something undesirable wth t6 pew
ent market situation.
'But I think we knew that would

happen, and although people an dl..

appointed, I doubt that anyoe Is
surprised by current oondltos," be
0
concluded,

THE FLAVOUR OF
LIFE IN BRAZILIAN
SPRAY DRIED
INSTANT COFFEE
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EXHIBIT C

May 11, 1I

WROMO*GSON PATON &CO., NC..
FORGED IOQ CERT1FICATES COVER

We reprint erewith Special Btlletn No. 243,

J of the NatIonal Coffee Association of U.S.A.,
8 SI3PMENT8 •. dated &&y 10, 1Q83;
CERTAIN PJPP
"The United states Government has passd on to the National Coffee AsswlatLon the folluwIng IzfoAMon reoeivkd from the Itternational Coffee Organizatlon:
Forged certificates have been used to cover certain but not all sales mude
in the name of two Philippine shippers: Frultable Manila Inc., and Carding EnterprLzes.
Philippine authorities have confiscated a1 stocks of forged certificates
and counterfeit "port stamps from those firms. Howey.e-, It is believed that there may
overed by ot-ged certificates.
be @tll sh~lmnts a-.
-'PbW''VWhilippine cortioates may be l44ntld by the fo~lowing means;
1) Horontal line in Box 1OA is made up of dots. On the genuine Philippine
certificate it comprises a series of three, theA four, then four
horizontal dashes separaed by stroke marks
2) The counterfeit coffee export stamps on the back of the certificates are
coarsely perforated.
3) When rubbed with a felt-tip floureacent marking pen the counterfeit
coffee stamps will not react. When genuine coffee export stamps are
Treated with the sameo Pen, the word "cancelled"I will appear a number)
of times across the fawe of the stamp.
It Is auqested that buyers of coffee shipped prior to the end of April 1983 covered by
certLficates of origin in Form 0 who wish to establish the authentioity of certificates,
should e iq~Ahm In tbo way indicated In te above three Xosts or send pbotostat copies of
the back and-Me front of the certificates to the Executive Director for examination.

f.

Alteawtve"

3xeoutlv DI

the' following inforp*4jpn can betexed to the
in the Interest of tUl,
tor: (no 100 Telex Number Is: 2e7669)
1) Full reference number of the Certificate
2) Net weight in kilograms
3) Name of vessel
4) Date of shipment
5) Destination
6) IC identification package mark on the back
7) Date of Issue
8) Name of shipper."

RETAIL PRICES
AND COUPM

O
, ,

In a prominent advertisement In today's metropolitan daily newspapers here, C-Town Supermarkets advertise Savarin coffee regular ground In I lb. cans fr $1. 99 and Instant In 10 oz. jars
co e
with aeipooa, W.owa
sso&er.
1
d..t~r P . TI

Food Supermarkets offer Chock full o'NutW coffee ati lb. can for $1. 79 with coupon and thL
purchase of 17. 50 or more of other merchandise and offers a coupon worth 809 towards
the purchase of a 1 lb. can of Brim decaffonated coffee. The firm also advertises Folger's
instant ootoee at 8 oz. jar for $3. 19 ........ Associed Supermarkets offer coupons worth
W tward the purchase of 1 lb. cans of both Brown Gold coffee and Savarin decaffeinated
coffee. The cbain also advertises Savarin 4off" - ground roast in 1 lb. cans for $1. 99 and
eofffe,
advertise Eight O'Clock
Instant In 10 oz. jars for $2. 99....... A & P .tpermarkets
pzW 1 *u
\w~MI~teNk Speial 1illolij N's. 243 WS-yeprinItm0 oure~ "y
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EXHIBIT D

May iJ, T983

• .tIODON PAT9N &CO., INC.
ABR!P34OZ
~~~012X4cgr
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The average montly wholesale prices of coffee in the United
State In April 1983 were 252. INper pound, in all size pecks,
of ground roosted coffee: down 2,"9K from the March 1983 price
COFF&4 PRICES
,I#
...
""
level; 243. 2 per one-pound c%n of ground roast coffee, a decline
rv .O&2S, 24 price level In March AM83; and 740. 09 per 16 oz. of
91Co.9
. _bES
Up 4. 00 from the March price level. In the 12 zuonthn
-owl_
fa
p feidag ,prl i 3, the price per pound of ground roet goffq% In all abe packs rose
in one-pound cans, fill 0. 2
0. d per cet; the price per pound of ground roasted ooif,
per cent and for soluble coffee, In all oze packs, prices rose 5. 9 per oezt over the past
.
12 months,
U.S. WHOLESALE

AVERAGE MONTHLY WHOLESALE PRICES OF COFFEE R1 THE UNITED TATE8
-In

cents per pound

Ground Roast

aer 1b. , all m~cks
244.56

:i

Ground
In I lb. Roast
cans

248. 0
249. 9
251.7
249. 6
248.6
248.4
247.0
247. 2

Suals
February

*

Devtber
i6~ih

253.9

254.4

February
March
April

255.7
252.8

Soluble

per 16 ozs.
703. 5

--239. 0

242. 1
246. 3
24. 8
240.9
241.1
241. 1
239.0
240. 8
243.0
244. 2
245. 1
245.1
244.8*
248. 2*
243. 2

448. 8
'

-

89. 9
698.
698. 56
698.6
698. 8
691. 9
*

"704.4

76. 5
738.0
740.0

4 Pevised
Somtce: Bureau ofDepartment

0

EXPOT SAMPS
yw
,_.7 ". r

of Labor.

The National Coffee Association of U.S.A. (NCA) has

the membership as follows:

Ised

"In NCA Special Bulletin No. 248 Ma 10, 1983, we

Certlfteate of Origin were authentic. The third means was to rub the stamp with a felt Ip
marking pe . The woid "Cancelled" should appear; If it doesn't the Stamps may be to ro.
"U.S. Customs has just advised NCA that importers should not use the
peas on the stamped because defaced Export Stamps will not be accepted as MId for importatlon. Instead, Customs suggests that if an Importer withka to verify the authenticl
tl !
,WStamps be brin the Certificate to the Customs Import Specialist in his ar
NA Special BulletLn . 243 ws reprinted In ours of MayI 1th.)
-ofarryR.
t On e de-a
m~awagr of StaaidrdBrands, now Nabisco
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